INTRODUCTION
The inverted pendulum model is most widely used to characterize the postural control. In this model, the postural control is defined by the relation between the whole body COM and the COP. The whole body COM is regulated through movement of the COP under the feet. Especially, the difference between the COP and the whole body COM, (COP-COM), was highly correlated to the horizontal acceleration of the whole body COM during postural sway and was reported as the ‘error’ of the postural control system and provided important insight into the postural control mechanism [1,2,3]. Recently, Corriveau et al. [4] has been shown that the root mean square (RMS) error of the (COP-COM) is greater in the elderly with neurological impairments compared with the healthy. In this study, we analyzed the relationship between the whole body COM and the COP in postural sway, falling and walking. Moreover, we investigated the feasibility of the inverted pendulum model application in postural sway, falling and walking.

METHODS
Using the three-dimensional motion analysis synchronized with three force plates, the inverted pendulum model was applied to four different movements (quiet standing, intended postural sway, falling and walking) in twenty healthy volunteers who have no musculoskeletal problems and balance disorders in order to investigate the relationship among COP, COM and the horizontal acceleration of the body. We also performed the cross-correlation analysis between (COP-COM) and the horizontal acceleration of the body.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The features of (COP-COM) resembled the inverse form of the acceleration of the whole body COM. The cross correlation coefficients between (COP-COM) and the horizontal acceleration of the whole body COM were -0.96±0.02 in the A/P direction and -0.95±0.03 in the M/L direction. As a result of cross correlation, (COP-COM) had quite high negative correlations with the horizontal acceleration of the whole body COM in both A/P and M/L directions before falling occurs, but high positive correlations were found in both A/P and M/L directions once falling occurs. In addition, during walking, (COP-COM) had low negative correlations with the acceleration of the whole body COM as -0.21±0.12 in the A/P direction, whereas high negative correlations were found as -0.87±0.11 in the M/L direction. This result shows that (COP-COM) can be directly related to the horizontal acceleration of the whole body COM before falling occurs based on the inverted pendulum model.

CONCLUSIONS
This study investigated the feasibility of the inverted pendulum model application in postural sway, falling and walking using the 3D motion analysis system synchronized with three force plates. Results revealed that the correlation between (COP-COM) and the acceleration of the whole body COM based on the inverted pendulum model can be used to determine the postural stability in falling. Furthermore, a better understanding of biomechanical challenges and new method imposed on whole body dynamic stability during locomotion will provide an opportunity to reduce the incidence of falls in the elderly through early detection and intervention.
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